
  
  

OVERVIEW: STC Hosted Voice UC 
  
With more and more businesses moving to remote workforces and “Bring-Your- 
Own-Device” (BYOD) environments, the need for more effective communication 
and collaboration is more important than ever. You need comprehensive tools 
that allow you stay connected to the business from anywhere, any time, and 
virtually any device. 
 
STC Hosted Voice UC is a Unified Communications solution that combines calling,   
chat, meetings, voicemail, video, screen sharing and enterprise contacts into   
a single, easy-to-use interface to improve everyday communications and   
collaboration for businesses. 
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Never Miss an Important Business Call 

Clients and colleagues can easily reach busy 
employees anytime through one business 
number that will automatically ring their 
STC Hosted Voice Corenexa App. Eliminating the 
necessity to track down employees on multiple 
numbers, 
STC Hosted Voice Corenexa App improves and 
streamlines communications, and seamlessly 
connects a distributed and fast-moving workforce. 
Gain the latest communication tools for your staff 
so they never miss a business opportunity. 

 
Protect Your Business 

Calls are directed right to an employee’s 
smartphone without revealing any of their  
Personal information. This helps ensure that 
business calls continue to be routed to the right 
resource, regardless of where employees are. 
It also provides business continuity, so that calls  
go to someone in your company versus an 
individual that might have left to work for  
someone else (i.e. the dreaded competitor.) STC 
Hosted Voice Corenexa App also makes it easier 
to manage “bring your own device” (BYOD)  
work environments. 
 

Stay Ahead of the Competition 

STC Hosted Voice Corenexa App supports the 
virtual business office, enabling employees to  
 

connect seamlessly anywhere they need to 
conduct business. 
 

Leverage an Investment You’ve Already Made 

You’ve already invested in an office phone system 
— so why not extend the same features and 
benefits to your mobile phone? Not only can your 
employees make and receive calls placed to their 
corporate phone number via their mobile device, 
they can leverage important communication   
features, such as: 
 

• One click to join conference calls 

• Extension dialing to coworkers 

•  Corporate and personal phone directories at  
an employer’s fingertips 

•  Access to company international distance   
and dialing plan 

•  Management of what device rings when 
 someone calls an employee’s business number 

• Listen to and manage voicemail 

• View recent calls 

• Manage virtual attendant settings  

 With businesses moving   
to remote workforces & 
“Bring-Your-Own-Device” 
(BYOD) environments, the 
need for more effective 
communication and   
collaboration is more   
important than ever. 
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